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Abstract: This paper presents a prototype of a computer aided highway manasement svstem
that supports an.investment policy decision-making for highway disastei prevei'tion plarinine.
I he data are collected troq 1 prevtous inspection pr.oJect for highway. disaster prev-ention in
Japan. In the.project, the safety-level for the types of di-sasters givEn with its imprbvement cost
to lncrease.the:al.etylevel at each_inspection point on a highway network were measured.
Uslng the qata, I developed a calculation method to estimate total improvement cost for anv
route to achieve a cost efficient safety level. Furthermore, the achievement safety levil ai eic[r
link can be changed with an input parameter in the system. If a link ia CloGd ;A h;;;
altemate route, the.achievement safety level at the link-can be set lower than one that has no
altemate route. Using this system,.it is possible now to decrease the total investment cost
when plannlng or upgrading any highway network.
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I.INTRODUCTION

In many Eastern Asia countries, natural disasters, such as a landslide and a flood dfrocks and
mud, often take place-caused by.monsoon rainfall. A highway network suffers damages and
sometimes it is closed. Connectiviry. of a high.way network is an important factor isuring
mobility for an-arrival.at a destination. It is nec6ssary to decide an investment policy foi
highway network planning which includes disasters that may take place.

In recent years, the_importance_of the infrastructure maintenance is on the increase. Many
kinds of Highway Management Systems have been presented, pavement management system,
bridge management system, maintenance system and so forth. These systems-take imfortani
roles for decision-making- of an investrnent policy. They have th6 advantages of data
integration, coordination ofprojects or the like, whichare veiy visible to the publid.

This . paper- presents a protob?e of a highway management system to support a
decision-making of an investrnent policy for highway disaster prevention ptannirif. fhis
system will integrate into a Geographic Information System that includes a databasJ of the
inspection data on a highway network and a calculation system for. an estimation of a highway
improvement plan. An estimation method of a highway improvement plan for disaster
prevention using the inspection data has been propoied already. This pap6r focuses on the
development of an integrated calculation systemto support a heuristic pioiess for investment
policy decision-making.

The data are collected from_ a previgus inspection project for highway disaster prevention in
Japan. In the project, the safety level for the types of disasters given and the imprbvement cost
to increase the safety level at each inspection pbint on a highwiy network were'measured. The
safety level against a highway disaster is estimated as a score that intends to indicate a
possibility of an occurrence of the highway disaster. Using the data, the author was able to
develop a calculation method to estimate the total improvement cost at any route to achieve a
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cost efficient safety level for highway disaster prevention planning. Furthermore, the

u.t l"r"."nt safety ievel at each link canbe changed with an input parametq in the system. If
u fint i, closed and has an alternate route, the achievement safety level at the link can be set

io*ii tt- one that has no alternate route. It is possible for us to consider decreasing the total
investment cost on the highway network through an interactive process by use of this system.

Results of a case study oi theemergency highway network in Yamaguchi prefecture, Japan,

are shown and discussed in this paper.

2. THE HIGHWAY MANAGEMENT FOR DISASTER PREVENTION

Figure I shows the system structure o_f a protgqpe of a highway management system

O."ra"p"a i, this study. This system includei a database, a calculation system and a visual

interface.

The database consists ofthe inspection data for disaster prevention and-the travel time data on

"-irieh*"y 
,.twork. The inspeftion data are used to dstimate the relationshiptetween the

;"-hifr;;;ri;fity levet and the improvement cost to satisff the safety level. The highway

;;-t*r.k a;;"1 tide datate used to ialculate average travel time on a route between a pair of
city noaes. The data structure will be described more in depth in chapter 3.

Usins this database and the other input parameters, such as a type of disaster, pairs of city
,oa"'nu-Uirs, achievement safety lelvel in each link and altemate route travel time, we can

;;krlil;htioute improvement c-ost under the conditions. We can also simulate.1n{ goqnarg

;;;;r-ik"rEf, it ii interactive process. The calculation process will be described in depth

in chapter 4.

The visual interface takes important role in the calculation process. We can confirm which

link (or route) is estimated on the display.

3. THE SOURCE DATA Ai\D THE DATABASE

3.1 The Source Data

In an investment policy decision-making fo1 disaster prevention on a highway network, the.

aai" tt ut inai"ater'the r6litionship betwe-en the safety l-evel and the improvement cost at each
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link becomes needed.

{ap11e;e Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and TrangRqrt carried out a total inspection project
folhighyay disaster prevention countrywide in 1996. The projects aim was to cbllect aita itrat
indicate9 t possibility where an occurence would likely happen on a highway network. The
project.included l0 typeg ofhiellway disasters, thgt arq 'falling rock', 'rodk faiiure', 'retaining
wall', 'embankment', 'flood of rocks and mud', 'bridge erosion', 'landslide', 'snowslidei
'snowstorm' and the other. Inspection points were choien and also score and imp.oveme.ri
cost at each point_was e:liTated balgd oL prespecified criterion that was decided by specialist
in each specific field of disasJer. The highest score was rated by the type of disaslter. For
examp-le, 'Rock failure'was 126,'retaining wall'was 195, 'bridgd erosio-n'was 150 and the
other disasters were 100.

Estimated 'score' that indicate^s a possibility of an occurrence of disaster and the improvement
cost that is necessary to reinforce it are used in this paper. The data are collect6d at each
inspection point. The calculation system presenting here intends to estimate an investment
policy plan from the viewpoint of route or network cbnnectivity.

3.2 The Database

The database is made from the original source data. The original data are summarized in a
table based on each inspection point number. Therefore Ihe original data needs to be
restructured for each link for its network calculation. Figure 2 shows in exampie of inspection
points at a.link on a highway netwolk. Table I summarizes estimated score and improvement
cost at each inspection point on the link.

The achievement safety level at each link is called 'FCrr"' in this paper. 'FC.*' is defined
tlat there is no inspection point of which estimated score is beyond 'FC,*' within the link.
The improvement cost to achieve 'FC.*' for a link is called ilink improvement cost'. It is
defined that the summation,of improvement cost for each inspection point of which estimated
score is beyond 'FC,*' within the link.

Table 2 shows calculation results of 'link improvement cost' from the data shown in Figure 2
and Table l. For example, in the case of FC,*:60,'link improvement cost'is calcirlated
1800, because improvements are necessary at the inspection- points C and D to achieve
FC.o=6_0. After tlie improvemenls, there ij no inspectiin point'of which estimated score is
beyond FCr* within the link. Table 3 shows an example of the 'link improvement cost' data
calculated in- each type of disaster in the same mannei. An order of improvement cost is not
recorded in this manuscript.

Figure 2. Inspection Points at a Link
on a Highway Network
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Cost at Each I ion Poial nt
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Table 3. Example of the Data of Link Improvement Cost (yen)

FCma> Disasterl Disaster2 Disaster3 Disaster4 Disaster5 Disaster6

l0
20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

125.6

125_6

125.6

125.6

125.3

107.7

78.2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

t7.7
0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

48.3

48.3

48.3

48.3

10.5

10.5

10.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

p| r"rt* t f 
"tt,rg,.rc.k 

Disaster2 : Rock failure Disaster3 : Retaining wall

Disaster4:Embankment Disaster5:Flood rocks and mud Disaster6:Bridge erosion

,I. THE CALCULATION SYSTEM AND CALCULATION RESULTS

4.1 Distribution of Estimated score and Improvement cost for Each Link

Soatial distributions of estimated score and link improvement cost on the-emergency highway

"[,*"if l" 
i"."grini prefecture, Japan, are shown. The emergency highway network is

J"rigr"t"i Uy-it."p."f""iural government to assure connectivity between cities for disaster

prevention.

Fisure 3 shows distributions of maximum estimated score within each link' We can confirm

;diih. p;;;iUif iti.t "i f,igt way disasters are widely located on the highway network and the

distributions of estimated lcores depend on the type of disaster'

Fisure 4 shows distributions of improvement cost for each link in the case of the achievement

;F"w H;l ;i th;']i"k'Ge .*i i6rut io Lo. eR., the improvement,^there.is. no inspection

#;?;i;i,i;i, itiiiir"ia tdb?E it-Gvond FC,*=I0 wi.thil 9link..lf.a link includes manv

irr;;i";';;iitr arA-thiitisiimated sLores are'iomParatively^high, the link.improvement,cost
iriie*"r. fn Figure 4, the graphs of 'falling rock' and 'rock t-ailure' are reduced to a scale oI

one-tenth of the others.

The link imorovement cost and estimated score differ with each link on.the emergency

hi;i#;;;ii,;"r[;';i,o"n- in Fliu." 3 and Figure 4. If tlle all links on the network are

iii,"rl[ria.'ir,ii;i"l ifi;";;.ini 
"-otiul.omes 

e"*pentive. Therefore, we need to decide the

;Ii;it;i#-i,iiirsiriif,iptan in *trictr the improvbment links assuring connectivity between

cites are selected.

4.2 Route Improvement Cost

Route improvement cost is calculated as a summation of 
-each 

link.improvement cost that is

included 'in the route. Table 4 shows an example of calculation results of "the route

l*pi"r"."rt 
"ottt-i" 

tfr" .use of 'rock failure' between Hagi and^Yamaguchi city' FCr*.is
;|ffi;;-fffi rc io f OO in 10 intervals. The calculation results of some routes between the

oair 5f cities are summarized. According to FC*.* becomes small, that means the achievement

ili;; i;;;i ior disaster prevention oi the route becomes high. route- improvem^ent cost

*g.6,at;;. W" .un *J.rstdnd the relationship between the achievement safety level of disaster

pi.r.rti", and its route improvement cost, Also we can compare the improvement route plans

under a budget constraint.
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Figure 3. Distribution of Maximum Estimated Score within a Link
on the Emergency Highway Network
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Figure 4. Distribution of Link Improvement Cost (yen)
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figge^{_shows-the relationship between FC'* and route improvement cost in the case of
'rock failure'. The calculation results are about the shortest routes between 6 pairs ofcities,
Y_amaguchi-Hagi, Yamaguchi-Houfu, Shimonoseki-Nagato, Ube-Houfu, onoaa-vtine and
Mine-Nagajg. Th9 rgute- improvement cost that becomei needed to satiiry the achievement
safety level is-calculated in each shortest route. If the achievement safetyievel is given, we
can understand the route improvement cost.satis$ing the level. AIso if a budget coilstraint is
given, we can understand the highest achievemLnt-safety level of the routE satisfuing thi
constraint.
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Table 4. Route Improvement Cost between Hagi and Yamaguchi(yen) ('Rock failure')

Rcrfe Rnre Inrrorqrrrr Cm (F0roe1020,30,40,50,60,70,80,90, lm)
l( x 3( 4{ a a 7q & q lfi

1 3%.4 3%.4 3%A 3%.4 3%.4 301.4 2!X.41 U.4 60.0 0.0

18p.2 tw.2 189.2 189.2 tw.2 %.2 74.21 TZ2 60.0 0.0

9ti5.9 q}5.9 g7z4 q24 %&4 511.4 4tr..41 378.3 133.2 90.5

767.5 767.5 754.0 '7v.0 750.0 3s3.0 l8s.0l r8&0 0.0 0.0

14.5 14.5 14.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0

100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 l0

FCmax

Figure 5. Relationship between FC*o and Route Improvement Cost (Jen)
- ('Rock failuie', The shortest travel time route)

100 e0 80 70 uoF*.ruo 10 30 20 l0

Fisure 6. Relationship between FCr* and Network Improvement Cost (-yen)
- -e'- - - 

(The shortes't travel time routes between 6 paiis of cities)

l'isure 6 shows the relationship between FCr* and network improvement cost for each type

.itir*i.i. fhey are the summition of the improvement costs of the shortest routes between 6

ouirr oi 
"iti"r 

# sho*n in Figure 5. When the improvement routes.are. given, the achievement

Iuiiirf"".f *a itr network iirprovement cost are-clarified under a budget constraint.
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4.3 Route Improvement Cost considering the Existence of an Alternate Route

In a investment policy decision-making-for highway disaster prevention planning, the priority
of an improvement for each link needs to be considered fiom the vfuwpoini of assurin!
connectivity between cities. It is an important factor when making a decision on ai
improvement policy that a link, which is closed caused by highway disaster, has an altemate
route or not.

We can consider that the achievement safety level of a link and the improvement cost differ
depends on the existence of an altemate route. If a link has no altemite route, we need to
improve the link to assure connectivity. The achievement safety level of a link, which has no
alternate route, should be higher than the safety level of a link, *hich has an altemate route.

Using the calculation system developed in this paper, the route improvement cost can be
calculated.considering the existence of an altemate route at each link. The achievement safety
level is able to set as an input parameter in both cases that a link on the route has an altematl
route or not.

The notations of input parameters are as follows.
m : The restriction of an altemate route travel time

to an altemate route travel time.
Ln: The link number on the primary route

The ratio of a primary route travel time

T6 : The route travel time of the altemate route when the Lrth link on a primary route is
disconnected.

FCr* : Achievement safety level for disaster prevention of the primary route
FC6a11 : Achievement safety level for disaster prevention of the link which has an altemate

route.
FCr*: : Achievement safety level for disaster prevention of the link which has no altemate

route.
Crou,. i Improvement cost on the primary route considering the existence of an altemate

route in each link. (If a link on the primary route has an alternate route, achievement
safety level of the link is FC.*r. If a link on the primary route has no alternate route,
achievement safety level of the link is FC.".2.)

Table 5 shows the calculation process and results of route improvement cost between Mine
city and Nagato city. In this case, FCr*1 is 60 and FC-*z is 10. The primary route, that is the
shortest route in this case study, consists of 3 links. If m:2.0, an altehate route is considered
for the calculation at the 3rd link only. However, if m=3.0, alternate routes are considered at
all 3 links. As a result, the calculated value of the route improvement cost is 179.5 in the case
of m:2.0 and it becomes 160.0 in the case of m=3.0.We can confirm that route improvement
cost can be decreased when the existence of an alternate is considered.

Table 6 shows the calculation results of the improvement cost of the primary route between
two pairs of city nodes. In this case, FC,a,,r is 60 and FCrr*z is 30. Thovalue of m is changed
as an input parameter. Improvement costs of the primary route are same between Yamaguihi
city and Hagi city, because there is an alternate route for each link on the primary route in all
cases of m=1.5,2.0,2.5 and 3.0. Between Mine city and Nagato City, route improvement cost
are different depends on m values as shown in Table 5.

Table 7 shows the calculation results in the case of m=3.0. FC.ql and FC.oz are changed as
input parameters. The route improvement costs are calculated based on each combination of
FC.o values. In the case between Yamaguchi city and Hagi city, when FC..o decreases from
80 to 10, the route improvement cost doesn't increase. However, when FC.*1 decreases from
80 to 10, the cost increases from 84.4 to 396.4. We can confirm that the route improvement
cost depends on the consideration of the existence of an altemate route. Also we Can choose
the cost efficient plan through this heuristic process.
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Table 5. Calculation Process of Route Improvement Cost considering the
Existence of an Alternate Route between Mine and Nagato city (-yen)

Table 6. Route Improvement Cost considering the Existence of
an Altemate Route

fai FCmaxt=60. FCmaxz=30
m

1.5 '2.1) 2. 3.0

Yamaguchi-Hagi JUI.4 301.4 301.4 301.4
Mlne-Nagato 179.5 179.5 16u.0 160.0

Table 7. Route Improvement Cost considering the Link Achievement
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The prototype of a highway management system for highway drlastel prevention planning has

beendevel'oped. The advantages of this system are as follows. The database is made from the
inspection p-roject countrywide in 1996. Therefore we can,expand our analysis all covering
Japan. Achievement safety level for disaster prevention and its cost can be simulated in each
link considering the existence of an alternate route. It is possible for us to decrease total
investment cosi on a highway network. We can also investigate the relationship between
achievement safety level and its cost under a budget consffaint through the heuristic process.
The developments of a calculation system to lead an optimum solution under a budget
constraint and integrate to highway management system, such as highway maintenance system,
traffic control system and so forth, are the subjects for a future study.

ilure. FCmar=60. FC.*z:1

Cror1. :a+b*e:I79.
m:3.0 ) Cror1. =c*d*e:160.0

Safety Level (;ren)
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